A&M 2600, Comstock, Jim, Newspaper Editor and Collector. Papers, 1650-1671, 1717-2003, undated

Selected Contents – Maps

**Series 14. Maps; 1730-1976, undated (includes facsimiles); boxes 93-103, and map cabinet 1, drawer 12.** This series includes original and facsimile maps, atlases, and books about maps. Highlights include pre- and post-Civil War maps of the West Virginia area; *Hardesty's Historical and Geographical Encyclopedia, Illustrated: containing ... special history of the Virginias, maps and histories of Tyler and Wetzel Counties, West Virginia*; maps of America before 1775; copies of [West] Virginia county maps by John Wood from 1820-1821; maps of various West Virginia cities, including, Morgantown, Moundsville, and Wheeling; and various Fry-Jefferson maps (original and copies). A detailed contents list of boxes 93-100b and map cabinet 1, drawer 12 can be found below.

**Series 27. Maps; 1884-1891, 1920, 1957-1987; box 156, folders 4-10.** This series includes maps of West Virginia locations, such as Greenbrier County and the Monongahela National Forest, as well as maps of other states and a few world maps.

**Partial Contents List of Series 14. Maps**

Box 93; Item Number 48a; Book: *Atlas of Marion and Monongalia Counties*. Lake; 1886

Box 93; Item Number 55; Book: *Atlas of Jefferson County, Ohio*. F.W. Beers; 1871


Box 93; Item Number 61; Book: *Hardesty's Historical and Geographical Encyclopedia, Illustrated: containing ... special history of the Virginias, maps and histories of Tyler and Wetzel Counties, West Virginia*; 1883

Box 94; Item Number 2; Book: *Aerial and Satellite Imagery of West Virginia*; 1977

Box 94; Item Number 11; Book: *Economic Atlas for West Virginia*; ca. 1960

Box 94; Item Number 110; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1863

Box 94; Item Number 111; "A New Map of Virginia" (7 items); 1850

Box 94; Item Number 123; Monongahela National Forest; 1938
Box 94; Item Number 175; Topographic map of Moose Pass and Vicinity, Kenai Peninsula, Alaska; 1915

Box 94; Item Number 177; Map of Ohio with parts of Kentucky and Virginia; 1833

Box 94; Miscellaneous Group E; Department of the Interior and Department of War topographic maps of various states and 1 key (70 items); ca. 1940

Box 94; Miscellaneous Group H; Various county, city, state, country, and hemisphere maps (55 items); 1872

Box 94; Item Number 179; County Map of Virginia and North Carolina; 1860

Box 94; Item Number 180; Map of Virginia; 1855

Box 94; Item Number 181a, 181b; "New Map of the State of Virginia" (2 items); 1856

Box 94; Item Number 182; Map of West Virginia, post-Civil War; date obscured

Box 94; Item Number 183a, 183b; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia (2 items); 1867

Box 94; Item Number 190; "Map of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware" and "Railroad and County Map of Kentucky and Tennessee" (2 items); 1885?

Box 94; Item Number 194; Abraham Ortelius' map of North America, Antwerp (copy); 1570

Box 94; Item Number 210; "A New Map of the Western Parts of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and North Carolina comprehending the River Ohio and all the Rivers which Fall into it" by Tho Hutchins (copy; 4 items) plus a facsimile of Hutchins' map (copy); 1778

Box 94; Item Number 211; Map of Post-Roads in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina in 1796; undated

Box 95; Item Number 76; Book: *Map of the Ohio River* (51 map plates); after 1868

Box 95; Miscellaneous Group F; Department of the Interior topographic maps of various states, mostly of West Virginia (139 items); ca. 1920s-1940s

Box 95; Item Number 178; Johnson's Map of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland, Pre-Civil War; undated

Box 95; Item Number 189; Map of the Southern Portion of Monongahela National Forest, West Virginia; 1939
Box 95b; Item Number 77a; Plan: Natrium Mound; 1948

Box 95b; Item Number 77b; Plan: Natrium Mound; 1949

Box 95b; Item Number 78a, 78b; Plan: Natrium Mound (2 items); 1949

Box 95b; Item Number 85; "A copy of 'that Province' in America made for James I," 1610 (copy); undated

Box 95b; Item Number 87; "Eastern U.S. Maps" (show Wheeling, Clarksburg, Pittsburgh, etc.) (2 items); 1950

Box 95b; Item Number 88; "Map of West Virginia State Routes"; 1922

Box 95b; Item Number 91; West Virginia Map, U.S. Geological Survey; 1912

Box 95b; Item Number 92; Map of West Virginia Showing State Routes; 1922

Box 95b; Item Number 95; Virginia Independence Bicentennial Commission American Revolutionary War Map, 1774-1783; 1976

Box 95b; Item Number 96; Virginia Military Institute Map of Virginia; 1868

Box 95b; Item Number 98; Geographical and Economic Map of Wise County, Virginia; 1923

Box 95b; Item Number 99; Proposed Shenandoah National Park (South half); 1934

Box 95b; Item Number 100; "Map #13 of Group Sections of Monroe County"; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 102; Untitled map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1947

Box 95b; Item Number 107; Recreational Map of West Virginia; 1941

Box 95b; Item Number 118; Map of Wheeling Island; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 40; Hemisphere Occidental ou Du Nouveau Monde; 1786

Box 95b; Item Number 127; North Wheeling, Sanborn Map [?]; 1876?

Box 95b; Item Number 138; Relief map of West Virginia; 1966

Box 95b; Item Number 139; Map of West Virginia showing Railroads by West Virginia Geological Survey; 1917?
Box 95b; Item Number 143a, 143b; Mineral Resources and Mineral Industries of West Virginia (2 items); 1958

Box 95b; Item Number 144a, 144b; "State of West Virginia" by the U.S. Department of the Interior Geological Survey (2 items); 1912

Box 95b; Item Number 145; "Map of West Virginia Showing State Routes"; 1927

Box 95b; Item Number 153; Roane County; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 155; Map of Marshall, Wetzel, and Tyler Counties showing General and Economic Geology; 1909

Box 95b; Item Number 156; Unidentified road map of Northern West Virginia; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 157; Rural Delivery Routes, Monroe County, West Virginia; 1843

Box 95b; Item Number 158; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers War Department Map of West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania, and Maryland; 1932

Box 95b; Item Number 160; Map of Lobelia, West Virginia, Monongahela Project; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 163; Huntington Sectional Aeronautical Chart; 1945

Box 95b; Item Number 165; R.L. Polk and Company's Map of Fairmont, West Virginia; 1921

Box 95b; Item Number 166; Maps of Morgantown (2 items); 1924, 1939

Box 95b; Item Number 170; Map of the City of Montgomery; 1939

Box 95b; Item Number 171; Map of the Coal Field of Mason County, Virginia and Meigs County, Ohio; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 173; Proposed Filter, Garvin Dairy, Fairmont Pike, Wheeling, West Virginia; 1950

Box 95b; Item Number 176; Map of West Virginia Public Roads and Approximate Distances; 1911

Box 95b; Item Number 185; Map of Moundsville, compiled by Sammons and Evans; 1934 March 23

Box 95b; Item Number 187; Norfolk and Western Railroad and Connections; undated

Box 95b; Item Number 303; Unidentified Map; undated
Box 95b; Item Number 306; Mineral Territory Tributary to Norfolk and Western Railway; 1909

Box 96; Item Number 71; Map of states and cities, published by Thomas Cowperthwaite and Company (34 items); 1850

Box 96; Item Number 74; Maps of non-United States countries (107 items); ca. 1833

Box 96; Item Number 101; West Virginia state route map; 1922

Box 96; Item Number 108; "A New Map of Virginia"; 1847

Box 96; Item Number 112; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1892

Box 96; Item Number 114; Plan of the City of Washington; 1874

Box 96; Item Number 115; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1871

Box 96; Item Number 117; Colton's Virginia and West Virginia; 1882

Box 96; Item Number 121; County Map of Virginia and North Carolina; 1860

Box 96; Item Number 124; Colton's Virginia and West Virginia (copy); 1862

Box 96; Item Number 125; Senate Redistricting Plan (copy?); undated

Box 96; Item Number 126; Battlefields of Virginia; 1898

Box 96; Item Number 134; A Map of the Northern Neck in Virginia, by Jefferson and Brooke (copy; 6 items); 1747

Box 96; Item Number 159; J.H. Essington's tracing of the rivers of North Carolina (copy); undated

Box 96; Item Number 161; Moundsville, Marshall County, West Virginia (copy?); 1877

Box 96; Item Number 162; Map of Precinct Lines in Moundsville, West Virginia; 1936

Box 96; Item Number 164; Map of Moundsville; 1934

Box 96; Item Number 167b; Map of Moundsville; undated

Box 96; Item Number 168; Map of Town of Middlebourne; 1937
Box 96; Item Number 169; Map of Greater Wheeling, Ohio County, West Virginia; 1929

Box 96; Item Number 172; Street map of Wheeling (copy); undated

Box 96; Item Number 174; Unidentified aerial photograph; undated

Box 96; Miscellaneous Group G; Department of the Interior topographic maps of various states, mostly of West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Maryland, and Pennsylvania (149 1/2 items); ca. 1920s-1940s

Box 96; Item Number 115b; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1874

Box 96; Item Number 167a; Map of Moundsville and 4 pieces of trace paper with unidentified figures; undated

Box 97; Item Number 1; Rand, McNally, and Company's Pocket Map and Shipper's Guide, West Virginia; 1899

Box 97; Item Number 8; Book: Brockunier's Map of West Virginia Oil Fields. Wheeling; 1896

Box 97; Item Number 29; Book: Virginia Cartography, a bibliographical description. Smithsonian; 1896

Box 97; Item Number 36; Book: New and Elegant General Atlas. Boston; 1805

Box 97; Item Number 51; Book: Imago Mundi: A Review of Early Cartography, edited by Leo Bagrows. Stockholm; 1948

Box 97; Item Number 52; Book: Lewis Evans: His Maps of the Middle British Colonies in America (between 1755 and 1807?)... by Henry R. Stevens; 1905

Box 97; Item Number 53; Book: Fry and Jefferson Map, Facsimile of 1st Edition with Introduction, by Dumas Malone; 1950

Box 97; Item Number 57; Book: Atlas City of New York; 1885

Box 97; Item Number 58; Book: Atlas City of New York (no card?); 1890

Box 97; Item Number 72; Pre-Civil War Maps of States and Cities (23 items); undated

Box 97; Item Number 73; Maps of non-U.S. countries (47 items); ca. 1840

Box 97; Item Number 119; Book: Tables for a Polyconic Projection of Maps...; 1935
Box 97; Item Number 128; Glendale maps (4 items); 1892

Box 97; Item Number 130; Marshall County West Virginia Road Map; 1881

Box 97; Item Number 347; Book: *Statistical Atlas of the U.S. Based Upon Results of the 11th Census*, by Henry Gannett; 1898

Box 98; Item Number 4; *Carte de la Virginia ed du Maryland* by Fry and Jefferson; 1755

Box 98; Item Number 5; *Virginia, Maryland and Carolina Norimberge* (framed); 1730

Box 98; Item Number 42; *North America from the French Mr. D'Aville*; 1775

Box 98; Item Number 69; European maps engraved by C. F. Weiland, with German text (60 items); 1829-1847

Box 98; Item Number 70; John Bachmann map, *Bird's Eye View of the Seat of War in Europe*; 1870

Box 98; Item Number 79; *Virginia and Maryland, Facsimile of Augustin Herrman (Bohemiensis?) 1670 survey* by John Carter Brown Library (4 items and title page); 1949

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Charts of Virginia and Florida by John White (copy; 4 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Michael Lok's Map of the New World, 1582 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Northern Half of De Bry's "America Sive Novus Orbis," 1598 (copy); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Copies of early Virginia maps: "A Description of the Land of Virginia" and "A Charter of King James his river in Virginia" (2 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Small copy of Smith's Map of Virginia; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Approved reproduction of Dutch copy of Smith's map; 1937

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Map of Virginia "Discovered and Described by Capt. John Smith" (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Hand-drawn map of Chesapeake Bay on tracing paper; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group A; Miscellaneous page of notes; undated
Box 98; Item Number 80; Map of Harrison County, John Wood, blown up (copy; 8 items); 1821

Box 98; Item Number 81; Map of Monongalia County, John Wood, blown up (copy; 8 items); 1821

Box 98; Item Number 82; Newspaper articles on the same Wood maps (3 items); 1947 March 14 and 17

Box 98; Item Number 83; Map of West Virginia showing important roads published by the Department of Public Roads (copy); 1911

Box 98; Item Number 84; Maps of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. (2 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 86; Mendenhall's Guide and Road Map of West Virginia (8 items); 1909

Box 98; Item Number 89; "Map used in the London reprint of Washington's 'Journal to the Ohio'" 1754 (copy); 1930s

Box 98; Item Number 90; Engraved map of Masontown, Pennsylvania (copy); 1900

Box 98; Item Number 93; Maps of "The North Western Portion of Virginia" (2 copies, 1 sheet each; 1 copy, 2 pages); 1837

Box 98; Item Number 94; Map of the Principal Rivers of Virginia (copy; 2 items); 1731

Box 98; Item Number 97; Waterford Town, Loudoun County, Virginia; 1944

Box 98; Item Number 103a, 103b; Rand McNally and Company's new Railroad, County, Township and District Map of West Virginia (copy; 2 items); 1882-1883

Box 98; Item Number 104; B and O Railroad Map with its branches and connections (copy; 3 items); 1867

Box 98; Item Number 106; Mitchell's Traveller's Guide through the U.S.; 1835

Box 98; Item Number 109; Hand-drawn map of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia by Delf Norona; undated

Box 98; Item Number 116; Gray's New Topographical Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1881

Box 98; Item Number 120; Johnson's Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland (post-Civil War); undated

Box 98; Item Number 122; Samuel Lewis' North Carolina; undated
Box 98; Item Number 129; Proposed Annexation to Moundsville; undated

Box 98; Item Number 131; West Virginia State Routes; 1924

Box 98; Item Number 132; Maps of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 133; "General Map of the Course of the Ohio from its Source to its Function with the Mississippi"; undated

Box 98; Item Number 135; Colton's Southern Portion of West Virginia (copy); 1865

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Newspaper article on Wheeling's bus problem; 1947

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Newspaper article on proposed route of Lake Erie-Ohio River canal; 1948

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Tracing from first West Virginia State Road Commission Road Map; 1927

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Hand-drawn map of Hammond, West Virginia; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Hand-drawn map of Reedy, West Virginia; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Maps of Scenic and Historic Interests in Wheeling (2 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Goodrich Road Map of Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland (copy); 1916

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group B; Unidentified river map with tracing (2 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 136; Civil War Map of West Virginia by H.W. Speiden; 1936

Box 98; Item Number 137; Detailed Map of West Virginia by the Department of the Interior U.S. Geological Survey; 1910-1911

Box 98; Item Number 141; Map of West Virginia, 1893; undated

Box 98; Item Number 142; Map of West Virginia and parts of adjoining states (copy); 1866

Box 98; Item Number 146a, 146b; Gordon W. Sammons' Marshall County, West Virginia (2 items); 1963

Box 98; Item Number 147; Tyler County by John Wood (copy; 16 items); 1821
Box 98; Miscellaneous Group C; Esso map of Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland (2 items); ca. 1949

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group C; Unidentified paper; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group C; Unidentified plates (2 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group C; Unidentified tracings (6 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 148; Map of the Southeast U.S.; undated

Box 98; Item Number 149; West Virginia Minor Civil Divisions - Magisterial Districts (2 items); 1939, 1941

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Map of General Wayne's campaign vs. the Indians in the Northwest Territory, 1793-1794; ca. 1944

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Paper: "Western Pennsylvania from a Map of Samuel Lewis in 1880"; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Hampshire County petition sketch (copy; 2 items); 1782

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Small unidentified hand-drawn maps (2 items); undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Province of Virginia map (copy); 1779

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Tracing of Pendleton County, 1788; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Map of West Virginia showing mother counties of 1790; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; Map slice showing various rivers; undated

Box 98; Miscellaneous Group D; "Plan of the ruins of a town or fortified camp near the confluence of the Ohio and Muskingum Rivers..." (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 150; Scenic Southern West Virginia map; 1976

Box 98; Item Number 151; Clarksburg/Harrison County Map; undated

Box 98; Item Number 152; General Highway Map, Ohio County, West Virginia; undated

Box 98; Item Number 154; Outline map of Tyler County, West Virginia; 1926
Box 98; Item Number 304a; Fry-Jefferson Maps of 1751 and 1755 (copy; 13 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 304b; Captain Snow's Stretch of the Country, 1754 (copy and original; 4 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 348; Madison Map of 1818 (copy; approx. 21 items); undated

Box 98; Item Number 349; Items from the Delf Norona Indian Collection; undated

Box 99; Item Number 105; Johnson's Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland; 1864

Box 99; Item Number 188; Map of Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware; 1844

Box 99; Item Number 191; Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Virginia; 1826

Box 99; Item Number 196; Map of the United States Post-Roads and Post Offices by Abraham Bradley, June 1796 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 197; Map of Virginia showing how the B and O skirts the southwestern corner of Pennsylvania; 1854

Box 99; Item Number 198; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia/New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland; 1879

Box 99; Item Number 203; Official West Virginia Highway Map; 1966

Box 99; Item Number 204a, 204b; Maps of Virginia (2 items); 1855-1856

Box 99; Item Number 205a, 205b; Maps of Virginia (2 items); 1857-1858

Box 99; Item Number 206; County Map of West Virginia and Virginia; 1867

Box 99; Item Number 207a, 207b; Colton's Virginia (2 items); 1865

Box 99; Item Number 208; Preston County Surveyed and Drawn under the direction of John Wood, 1821 (copy; 6 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 213; Guide through Ohio, Michigan...and Iowa; 1856

Box 99; Item Number 215; Map of Virginia; 1874

Box 99; Item Number 216; Map of Virginia, West Virginia, and North Carolina; 1873?
Box 99; Item Number 217; Map of Indian towns...; 1902

Box 99; Item Number 218; Map of the United States of America, 1813 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 220; Romantic Boston Bay; 1944

Box 99; Item Number 238; Map of Land between Will's Creek and Monongahela River..., 1755 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 239a; John Wood's Map of Ohio County, 1821 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 239b; John Wood's Map of Wood County, 1821 (copy; 16 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 241; A map of the most inhabited part of Virginia..., 1775 (copy; 10 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 242; Indian maps ca. 1730 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 243; Champlain's Map of New France, 1632; 1850

Box 99; Item Number 244; Survey Map; undated

Box 99; Item Number 246; Pennsylvania..., 1787; 1937

Box 99; Item Number 247; Pennsylvania; 1855

Box 99; Item Number 248; Ohio; 1855

Box 99; Item Number 249; Historic Indian Paths of Pennsylvania; 1952

Box 99; Item Number 250; Map of Colonial Annapolis; undated

Box 99; Item Number 251; Eskimo Map, 1903 or 1904 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 252; Political Map of United States and the Territories; undated

Box 99; Item Number 253; Map of the United States Plate III; undated

Box 99; Item Number 255; A Map and Chart of those Parts of the Bay of Chesapeak [sic: Chesapeake]..., 1781 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 257; Unidentified Map (copy); undated
Box 99; Item Number 268; Chart of Virginia, 1608; undated

Box 99; Item Number 270; A Map of Roads, Canals, and Steam Boat Routes of the United States; undated

Box 99; Item Number 271; General map of the Ohio River and its course, 1816 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 273; Kentucky and Tennessee; 1855

Box 99; Item Number 274; Virginia..., 1837 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 275; Virginia..., 1826 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 276; Virginia..., 1835 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 277; Map of Virginia and Maryland, 1826 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 278; Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Virginia, 1822 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 279; Unidentified Map (copy; 4 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 280; North Half of Herman's Map of Virginia and Maryland, 1670 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 281; Battles of the Revolution, 1776, and map of Virginia by John Smith, 1606 (copy; 2 items); 1976, undated

Box 99; Item Number 282a; The State of Virginia..., 1794 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 282b; J.T. Lloyd's Map of the State of Virginia..., 1829-1859 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 282c; Map of the State of Virginia..., 1858 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 283; A Map of Virginia, 1816 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 285; Maps of Virginia and America, ca. 1600s-1700s (most copies; 7 maps and 2 note pages); undated

Box 99; Item Number 286; A Map of the British American Plantations (copy); and Carte de La Baye de Chesapeake [sic: Chesapeake] (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 287; Unidentified Map (undated; copy); 2 Moundsville Annexation maps (undated); partial list of maps in assessor's office (undated); undated
Box 99; Item Number 288; Upper Section of Potomac River, 1736 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 289; Unidentified Map, 1776 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 290; Official Road Map of New York; 1930

Box 99; Item Number 291; New France, 1745; undated

Box 99; Item Number 292; Northern Neck of Virginia, 1866 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 293; The State of Pennsylvania, 1792 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 294; A Map of Internal Improvements of Virginia, 1848 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 295; Popple Map of 1733 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 296; A Map of the Country of the Five Nations, 1723 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 299; Unidentified German (?) map showing West Indies, 1621 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 300a; Unidentified Latin map; undated

Box 99; Item Number 300b; Unidentified Latin map; undated

Box 99; Item Number 301a; Southern West Virginia (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 301b; Northfork and Western Railways; 1912

Box 99; Item Number 302; North America (copy; 5 items); 1755, undated

Box 99; Item Number 305; Map of Distribution of Mounds in the Eastern United States; undated

Box 99; Item Number 308; Map of the Western parts of the Colony of Virginia...Used in the London Reprint of Washington's "Journey to the Ohio," 1754; undated

Box 99; Item Number 313; Map of Frederick, Berkeley, and Jefferson Counties in West Virginia, 1809 (copy; 4 items); 1809

Box 99; Item Number 314; The Old Northwest Territory, 1787; undated

Box 99; Item Number 315; A New Map of Virginia (copy); undated
Box 99; Item Number 316; A Map of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and West Virginia, 1874 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 317; A New Map of Virginia, 1845 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 318; Colton's New Topographical Map of Virginia and West Virginia, 1885 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 319; White's County and District Map of State of West Virginia, 1879 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 320; Kentucky; 1838

Box 99; Item Number 321; Colton's Map of the Southern portion of West Virginia, 1865 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 322; Map of Canada (copy; 4 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 325; State of Pennsylvania (copy?; 2 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 326; "Nine Sheet" Map of 1826 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 330; Map of the Ancient Works (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 331; County Maps of Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey; 1878

Box 99; Item Number 332; Kentucky and Tennessee; 1842

Box 99; Item Number 333; Unidentified Map (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 334; Unidentified Map (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 336; A Map of the Northern Neck of Virginia, 1737 (copy); and map of the line between Virginia and North Carolina, by Fry and Jefferson, 1749 (copy); undated

Box 99; Item Number 337; Motor Trails Map of United States; undated

Box 99; Item Number 338; Air Pick-Up Routes; undated

Box 99; Item Number 339; Carte D'un Voyage Fait Dans La Belle Riviere..., 1749 (copy; 2 items); and West Virginia map of Congressional Districts (original); undated
Box 99; Item Number 342; Maps Pertaining to American Revolutionary War; 1976

Box 99; Item Number 343; A Survey of the Northern Neck of Virginia (2 items); 1736, 1737

Box 99; Item Number 344; Metropolitan Baltimore and Vicinity; undated

Box 99; Item Number 345; Map of Canada and French Holdings, 1755 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 99; Item Number 346; Map of North Carolina and South Carolina..., 1775 (copy; 5 items); undated

Box 99; Miscellaneous Group L; Copies of U.S. maps, ca. 1700s (approx. 14 items); undated

Box 99; Miscellaneous Group N; includes 5 maps of Moundsville (1934, 1957); 1 plat of Ironton (copy, 1903); 2 maps of Wellsburg (undated); 2 maps of Marshall (undated); a newspaper article regarding Wheeling (1946); and other material (22 items total); ca. 1903-1957, undated

Box 100; Item Number 193; A Map of Some Wilderness Trails and Early Indian Villages of Pennsylvania and Ohio by Charles A. Hanna, New York; 1910

Box 100; Item Number 195; A Map of Moundsville by B.W. Price, 1812 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 199; Colton's Map of Virginia; 1855

Box 100; Item Number 200a, 200b, 200c; Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of Virginia (3 items); 1822?

Box 100; Item Number 201; Map of Virginia; 1838

Box 100; Item Number 202; New Map of Virginia Exhibiting its Internal Improvements; 1855

Box 100; Item Number 222; Map of Virginia and West Virginia, text in Latin, 1685 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 224; Ireland; 1956

Box 100; Item Number 226; Berkeley County by John Wood, 1820 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 227a; Map of America, 1688 (copy) and untitled tracing; undated

Box 100; Item Number 227b; "West" Virginia, 1788; undated

Box 100; Item Number 228; Map for Interior Travels through America Delineating the March of the Army (copy; 2 items); undated
Box 100; Item Number 229; Partie de L'Amerique Septentrio (map of Ohio), 1681 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 231; United States, 1784 (copy; 6 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 232; Doddridge, Gilmer, and Lewis Counties, 1856 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 233a; Parts of Ohio and West Virginia (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 233b; Cleveland, Ohio, 1814 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 234; Champlain's MS. Map of 1607 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 235; A General Map of the Ohio River, 1796 (copy; 5 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 236; Rural Delivery Routes Princeton, Mercer County, West Virginia, 1947 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 237a; Map of Braddock's Expedition, 1755 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 237b, 237c; "A Map of the British and French Dominions in North America," which includes "A New Map of Hudson's Bay..." (copy; 16 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 258; Map of Greyhound Lines...; 1940

Box 100; Item Number 260; Map of Virginia, 1807 (copy; 24 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 261; Historical Map of Southwest Pennsylvania; undated

Box 100; Item Number 262a; Map of Virginia, 1770 (copy; 16 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 262b; Map of Present State of West Virginia as of 1780; undated

Box 100; Item Number 262c; Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia...; 1960

Box 100; Item Number 263; Town of Romney, 1790 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 264; Unidentified maps (copy and original; 7 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 265; A New Map of Virginia... by Lewis Evans, 1755 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 266a; Map of Virginia, 1828 and 1859 (copy; 9 items); undated
Box 100; Item Number 266b; Map of Wood County and Parkersburg, 1860 (copy; 3 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 266c; A Map of Internal Improvements of Virginia, 1848 (copy; 2 items); undated

Box 100; Item Number 266d; An Early Map of Western Virginia, 1826 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 267a; Maps of Charleston (copy; 6 items); ca. 1806-1906

Box 100; Item Number 267b; Post Route Map of Virginia and West Virginia, 1899 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 297; The Bonncamps Map of 1749 (copy); undated

Box 100; Item Number 298; Map of Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina (copy); undated

Box 100; Miscellaneous Group I; Copies of various U.S. maps, ca. 1700s (13 items); undated

Box 100; Miscellaneous Group J; Maps of Wheeling, ca. 1871 (copies; 18 items); tracings (original; 2 items); undated

Box 100; Miscellaneous Group K; Map of Virginia by James Madison, original date unknown (1929; 2 copies, 20 items); Moundsville Annexation map (undated; 1 item); first page of list of maps in assessor's office (undated; 1 item); 1929, undated

Box 100; Miscellaneous Group M; Middle British Colonies in America, 1755 (copy; 8 items); undated

Box 100b; Item Number 140; Colton's Map of West Virginia; 1865

Box 100b; Item Number 184; A Map of the Internal Improvements of Virginia According to the Resolution of Assembly of April 7, 1838; 1838?

Box 100b; Item Number 192; A Map of the Southern States, Prepared for Harper's History of the Rebellion, December 1863; 1863?

Box 100b; Item Number 212; Kenai Peninsula, Alaska Map; 1915

Box 100b; Item Number 214; Civil War Chronological History; 1960

Box 100b; Item Number 219; Battlefields of the Civil War; 1961

Box 100b; Item Number 221; Map of Ohio with parts of Kentucky and Virginia; 1940
Box 100b; Item Number 223; Pennsylvania; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 225; United States showing routes of principal explorers...; 1908

Box 100b; Item Number 230; Survey Map; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 240; North America; 1952

Box 100b; Item Number 245; Railroad Map of the United States and Southern Canada; 1916

Box 100b; Item Number 254; Borough of Manhattan; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 256; Battlefields of the Civil War...; 1961

Box 100b; Item Number 259; Western Europe; 1949

Box 100b; Item Number 269; Unidentified Map, 1841 (copy); undated

Box 100b; Item Number 272; State of Ohio; 1910

Box 100b; Item Number 284; Unidentified map; 1841

Box 100b; Item Number 307; Unidentified Map; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 309; General Highway Map, Washington County, Maryland; 1953

Box 100b; Item Number 310; A Map of Pennsylvania..., 1770 (copy); undated

Box 100b; Item Number 311; The British Isles...; 1937

Box 100b; Item Number 312; West Virginia Geological Survey; 1911

Box 100b; Item Number 323; Unidentified Map; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 324; Washington and Vicinity; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 327; State of Ohio; 1910, 1911

Box 100b; Item Number 328; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey; 1912

Box 100b; Item Number 329; United States Department of the Interior Geological Survey; 1912
Box 100b; Item Number 335; Martin's Ferry; undated

Box 100b; Item Number 340; Map Showing Location of J.R. Wayt - 50 Acre Tract, Marshall County, WV; 1958

Box 100b; Item Number 341; Northeast: New England Area; 1972

Map Cabinet 1, Drawer 12; Item Number 186; Esso Map of Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, and Maryland; 1947

Separated to Maps Collection; Item Number 209; Virginne [Virginia], Maryland en 2 feuilles par Fry et Jefferson (copy; 5 items); 1777

Not yet located; Item Number 113; County Map of Virginia and West Virginia; 1874

Boxes 101 and 102 contain flat maps which have not yet been inventoried.

Box 103 contains over 20 maps not yet inventoried, most of which are rolled. These include city maps made or owned by the Tri State Oil and Gas Company of Parkersburg, WV (dates unknown).

Note that the date at the end of each line reflects the date of creation of the item, though in the case of copies it may indicate the date of the creation of the original item rather than the date the copy was made. Also, the number of items may indicate different items or different pieces of the same map.